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Who are we?
• Hydrogen East has been kick-started by a team keen to
drive the emerging H2 economy across East Anglia.
• We have already brought on board founding members,
including EDF Energy, TCP ECO, CPH2, Opergy and New
Anglia Energy.

• Arup, EEEGR, New Anglia LEP and ORE Catapult are
providing early stage support and endorsement.
• Others should follow soon.

Supported by:

• Ambition to develop a broad regional network across all
key sectors: power, heat, transport, buildings, industry,
transport including shipping, agriculture and beyond.

We are inviting interested businesses and stakeholders to join us on the journey…

Why we need to act now?
• Rapidly changing market-place and political landscape
• transformation required to achieve net zero emissions.

• Internationally a lot going on across energy and transport sectors
• Norwegian, German and Australian strategies, South Korea and
France too; Canada and others to follow
• EU hydrogen strategy.

• Industrial clusters & gas network repurposing schemes in GB in 2019.
• BEIS issued phase 2 Hydrogen Supply Competition results in April 2020.
• Uplift of policy focus:
• formation of APPG Hydrogen
• launch of Environmental Audit Committee inquiry

• last week’s statement on industrial energy use and transition from gas to hydrogen
• latest Future Energy Scenarios
• hint of early action in Chancellor’s mini-statement.

National policy dialogue and projects are speeding up; its time for East Anglia to play its part.
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Setting the scene

Why hydrogen?
• We need to achieve net zero carbon emissions to meet
legally binding climate change targets by 2050.

It’s a versatile chemical element

“Hydrogen is today enjoying
unprecedented momentum. The
world should not miss this unique
chance to make hydrogen an
important part of our clean and
secure energy future.”

Hydrogen is one of the world’s most versatile energy
carriers, energy store and industrial feedstocks.

Dr. Fatih Birol,
International Energy Agency, June 2019

• Hydrogen is now recognised as having a key role to play in
many key vectors:

A clean source of energy
When supplied by low carbon electricity for production,
the technology delivers green hydrogen with water and
heat as the only by-products.

Key to our future energy needs
Hydrogen can be used to heat our homes and businesses,
power transport as well as for industrial processes.

H2 applications

Clean Power Generation

Heat Systems

Public Transport

Commercial Buildings

Marine Shipping

Passenger Cars

Homes

Energy Storage & Remote Use

HGV & Construction

H2 momentum building
• Almost all other UK regions are developing H2 projects
and infrastructure across energy and transport.
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• So much potential regionally, but currently no major
projects being developed in East Anglia.
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• Net zero has greatly reinforced the need to demonstrate
and deploy.
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• No single regional advocate or lead driving integrated
regional H2 opportunities.
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• Is East Anglia at risk of being left behind or not fulfilling
its potential?
• Hydrogen East is here to help to develop, bring focus to,
and drive, East Anglia’s H2 ambitions!

Local Industrial Strategy highlights H2
Key Statement:
“New and innovative energy technology concepts are
being investigated in Norfolk and Suffolk, including
offshore desalination, leading to hydrogen fuel
production; carbon capture and storage; and gas to
wire developments linked to the rejuvenation of the
Southern North Sea.
There is a real opportunity for Norfolk and Suffolk to
become a ‘test and demonstration zone’, highlighting
its national and global value. There are opportunities
for the reuse or repurposing of gas assets either for use
by offshore wind (converting gas platforms in
accommodation modules) or for the production of
hydrogen with former gas pipelines used to deliver the
gas to landfall at the Bacton Gas Terminal.’’

Clear objective to be the UK’s ‘clean growth region’.

Hydrogen East vision
• Hydrogen East is committed to raising awareness of existing and
potential H2 opportunities across East Anglia and to promote the
technology and support local supply chains and markets.
• Working in partnership with public and private sectors, we will
identify options to deliver a viable route-map that sees
East Anglia as a leading ‘hydrogen region’.
• We will promote clean H2 technologies that contribute to the UK’s
net zero journey.

• We will develop a business-led network of champions,
developers, investors and stakeholders to drive forward regional
H2 projects and skills.

East Anglia: already an energy powerhouse

King’s Lynn

• At the heart of the world’s largest
market for offshore wind.
• The Southern North Sea is the UK’s gas
capital.
• A hub for new nuclear in Suffolk
and North Essex.
• A future hub for hydrogen production
and servicing, based around strong
regional demand and markets.
UK offshore wind farms
European offshore wind farms
Gas field
New investment field
Gas terminal

Gas Transmission

Pipeline

Power Transmission

Airport
Helicopter base
Nuclear power station
Gas fired power station

A regional clean energy hub
52% of UK
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off East Anglia
and growing
Offshore Wind
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Sizewell B powering
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Sources: Opergy Ltd., EEEGR, Renewable UK, BEIS Renewable Energy Planning Database (Sept 2019)
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Could East
Anglia be at the
centre of the
UK’s green gas
revolution?
Hydrogen?

A few

BIG

ideas for the region …

H2 SNS regional cluster
• The Oil & Gas Authority published
it’s ‘Energy Integration Vision’, incl
models for offshore ‘energy hubs’.
• Renewable UK’s vision for the Energy
Transition highlights offshore wind
and hydrogen production.
• Bacton Terminal could become a
major new Hydrogen Terminal,
‘Bacton 2.0’, offering potential for
large-scale grid injection.
• Integrated with offshore wind and
desalination facilities and supporting
regional carbon capture.

A new, brighter future for the Southern North Sea?

Offshore wind & H2 production
• Renewable UK highlights the green
hydrogen potential in its ‘Powering the
Future’ vision of the transition.
• UK offshore wind developers are supporting
integrated technologies e.g. Orsted and ITM
Power (Gigastack); Shell and Eneco
(Holland).
• Integrating offshore wind with existing
pipeline infrastructure, producing
hydrogen and electricity. A unique
opportunity for the SNS?
• Opportunity for future hybrid projects,
supporting clean water through
desalination leading to H2 production –
helping address water and energy needs for
the region (and beyond).

Britain’s first H2 terminal?
• Bacton Gas Terminal handles 1/3 of UK
natural gas.
• Major national gas grid injection point.
• Import / export links to Europe.
• Prioritising discussions with OGTC on
possible joint-feasibility projects.
• Bacton has the potential to become a
major UK hydrogen reception and
processing terminal
• Opportunity to consider H2
demonstration?
• Supporting heat and transport
infrastructure locally and nationally?

Britain’s first H2 power station?
Today:
• Great Yarmouth Power Station
• RWE’s 400MW CCGT plant

• Direct pipeline to Bacton Gas Terminal
• Single biggest regional CO2 emitter
Tomorrow:

• H2 power plant demonstrator?
• Early links to support Bacton transition to
H2 facilities?

• Using SNS sourced hydrogen if and when
offshore wind is constrained off?
• Supporting electrification of heat locally?

Sizewell Clean Energy Hub
• EDF Energy are developing plans to create a
Sizewell Clean Energy Hub.
• SZC’s continuous reactor operation will produce 3.2GW of
low-carbon electricity and approximately 8GW of lowcarbon heat.
• The clean energy hub could translate this into 2-4GW of
flexible electrical output, green hydrogen and power and
heat for local uses.
• 2MW demonstration plant being scoped at SZB.
Major opportunity to work with
offshore wind projects on:

• battery storage
• thermal storage
• hydrogen production.

Sizewell
Power
Station(s)

Onshore renewables and H2 production
• Creating onshore hydrogen facilities
using existing wind and solar assets,
coupled with electrolyser plants.
• Potential to create local production and
refuelling facilities, supplying low-carbon
heat and transport fuels.
• Markets already emerging.
• Opportunities to invest in local
demonstrator projects. Potential sites
might include:
• PowerPark, Lowestoft
Scottow Enterprise Park
• Snetterton Business Park
• Mid Suffolk Business Park, Eye.

Alignment with existing R&D plans
• Supports ORE Catapult’s
‘Energy Systems Integrated CoE’
on synergy across energy generation
sectors including offshore wind,
nuclear, and natural gas.

• Aligns with UEA-led £29mn SiPF bid
‘SuNRISE Coast’ programme with
Cefas and OREC, on hydrogen sector
synergies.

H2 homes demonstrators
• H2 domestic boilers are commercially
available although lack viable supply.
• Decarbonising heat in homes remains an
urgent priority on route to net zero, but
reliance on major electrification works
• Create local pilots to install H2 boilers
with access to ‘bottled H2’ for off-gas
grid homes, and/or blended gas from
Bacton for those currently on gas grid.
• Demonstrate shift to H2 domestic boilers
as part of a longer-term UK switchover.
• Stimulate local demand for hydrogen
heating solutions.

H2 vehicle demonstrators
• Refuse trucks
• Buses
• Marine vessels and leisure
boats
• Agricultural vehicles
• Trains
• Passenger cars?
• Others?
Working collaboratively with
Local Government, industry and
business, we can create
demonstrators to drive demand
and create a local hydrogen
market.

Stimulating H2 market demand
ELECTRICITY

• East Anglia could be leading
the development of a
hydrogen cluster, bringing
together the region’s nuclear,
natural gas, and offshore
wind sectors.

Imported &
Exported
hydrogen

POWER

• Act as a catalyst for growth
and aggregation of regional
demand and bespoke
local markets, creating
security of demand.
• Potentially supported by a
new hydrogen strategy and a
Hydrogen Sector Deal?

BUILDINGS

TRANSPORT
INDUSTRY

Storage
(salt caverns,
storage tanks,
bottled hydrogen)

Source: IRENA, 2019

Turning

theory into
practice?

UK Case Studies
Mark Neller, Energy Business Leader UKIMEA, Arup

Case Study 1: Project Cavendish

Case Study 1: Project Cavendish
• Low carbon advanced gas reformation – 97% CO2 capture and 85% efficient
• Efficiency gains and synergies from co-location with the LNG terminal – 25% of UK gas
supply
• 7.4GW low carbon advanced gas reformation hydrogen production facility

• Reduce CO2 emissions by 11Mt CO2/yr
• Gross value add of the project is £4.5bn.

• Creation of 6,300 jobs during construction, and 650 jobs in operation
• Phase 1 construction of approx. 200MW with first H2 in 2026/27

• Option to add green hydrogen rather than blue during future phases.

Case Study 1: Project Cavendish

Case Study 2: Hy4Heat

3 year £25m BEIS funded programme
To establish if it is technically possible, safe and
convenient to replace natural gas (methane) with
hydrogen in residential and commercial buildings and
gas appliances.

This will help enable the government to determine
whether to proceed to a community trial of hydrogen.
www.hy4heat.info

Case Study 3: H100

28 Jul 2020

Green Hydrogen Developments
Deepa Venkateswaran, Senior Analyst – European Utilities (deepa@bernstein.com)

See Disclosure Appendix of this report for important Disclosures and Analyst Certifications

Introduction
 Deepa Venkateswaran is a Managing Director at
Bernstein Research, a pure-play equity research house
focussed on fundamental research and heads their
European Utilities and Renewables sector coverage.
 Deepa covers key listed German, UK and Nordic listed
utilities.
 Prior to joining Bernstein in 2013, Deepa was an
Associate Partner at McKinsey’s London office and
served corporates and think-tanks on strategy, regulation
and corporate finance topics primarily in the Electric
Power & Natural Gas sector.
 Deepa is a qualified Chartered Accountant and holds an
MBA from the London Business School with a
concentration in Finance.
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We are seeing increasing momentum for Green Hydrogen in Europe
EU 2030 electrolyser targets, GW
40
5

3-4
2

EU 2030
target

Germany

Netherlands

Portugal

5

24-25

Denmark

Gap to EU
2030 target
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Recent policy momentum shifting to ‘Green’ H2 in Europe


The EU Hydrogen Strategy:
 Places “priority focus” on green hydrogen and the policy targets at least 6GW of electrolysers to be deployed in
2020-24 and “at least 40GW” by 2030

 Policy instruments include competitive tenders for green hydrogen and carbon contract for differences for blue
hydrogen


The German National Hydrogen Strategy:
 Germany plans to establish up to 5GW of renewable generation capacity dedicated to green hydrogen production
by 2030 and another 5GW by 2035 if possible and 2040 at the latest
 Investments will be encouraged through carbon Contract for Differences, investment grants for electrolysers and a
framework for dedicated offshore wind
 €7bn for speeding up the market rollout of hydrogen technology in Germany and €2bn for fostering international
partnerships



The Dutch Hydrogen Strategy includes an ambition to scale up electrolysis to ~0.5GW of installed capacity by 2025
and 3-4GW by 2030



Other national strategies: The French Hydrogen Deployment Plan targets 10% "green" hydrogen, 5,000 hydrogen
LCVs and 100 refuelling stations by 2023. Portugal targets 2GW of electrolyser capacity and estimates ~€7bn to be
invested in green hydrogen projects by 2030. Denmark has recently announced a programme of large energy islands
with offshore wind capacity of 5GW by 2030, which could partly/fully be used to produce green hydrogen. The UK is
also exploring the potential of hydrogen to support the country's 2050 net zero target, having recently committed
£28mn of funding for five hydrogen-based pilots
Source: Policy documents, Bernstein analysis
EUROPEAN UTILITIES & RENEWABLES |
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We forecast strong cost reductions for Green Hydrogen
$5.0
$4.5

$4.7

$4.0
$3.5
$3.0
$2.5
$2.0

Bl ue Hydrogen
cos t ra nge

$2.3

$1.5

Grey Hydrogen
cost range

$1.0
$1.4

$0.5

$2.1
$1.3
$0.6

$Today

2030

2050

Today

2030

2050

Power Price of
Power Price of
Power Price of
Power Price of
Power Price of
Power Price of
$53/MWh
$32/MWh
$22/MWh
$30/MWh
$22/MWh
$10/MWh
Electrolyser Capex of Electrolyser Capex of Electrolyser Capex of Electrolyser Capex of Electrolyser Capex of Electrolyser Capex of
$0.7m/MW
$0.35m/MW
$0.23m/MW
$0.2m/MW
$0.12m/MW
$0.08m/MW
Load Factor 36%
Load Factor 42%
Load Factor 45%
Load Factor 48%
Load Factor 49%
Load Factor 63%
Average Case

Best Case

Note: Blue and Grey hydrogen ranges assume gas prices of $3-11/MMBTU
Source: IRENA, IEA, BNEF, Bernstein estimates and analysis
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A significant portion of the cost reductions come from lower
renewable costs (1/2)
Green H2 Best Case LCOE evolution ($/kg)
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-11%

-37%
-54%

0.6

Source: Bernstein estimates and analysis
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A significant portion of the cost reductions come from lower
renewable costs (2/2)
Offshore wind LCOE ($/MWh)
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Source: Bernstein estimates and analysis
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Electrolyser capacity will grow exponentially requiring additional
renewable capacity
Electrolyser Capacity (GW)
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Source: Hydrogen Council, Bernstein estimates and analysis
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The Blue vs Green Hydrogen debate – regional variations will favour
Green in some regions with abundant renewable resource and Blue
in others with cheap gas reserves

Source: Hydrogen Council
EUROPEAN UTILITIES & RENEWABLES |
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The Blue vs Green Hydrogen debate - costs, infrastructure, net zero


Costs – In theory vs practice
 Currently Blue Hydrogen is more competitive than Green but no large scale Blue hydrogen project with CCS has
been built

 If Blue H2 costs go the nuclear way – cost and time escalation & if it takes till late 2020s to build large commercial
Blue H2 operations, Green will be competitive by then
 APD’s $5bn project in Saudi Arabia is based on Green Hydrogen


Infrastructure

 Blue H2 needs natural gas, CCS and H2 infrastructure while Green only needs H2 infrastructure


Net Zero
 Blue is low carbon but not zero – only ~90% of CO2 emissions captured and further methane leakages during
transport

EUROPEAN UTILITIES & RENEWABLES |
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Where do we go

from here?

What we need to do
1. Form an industry-led network of business leaders to co-create
a viable hydrogen technology route-map for East Anglia.
2. Promote independent debate, raising awareness and bringing
together key private and public sector partners on priority
projects and investments.
3. Develop evidence-based research that will support long term
policy influencing and project delivery towards clean growth
ambitions.
4. Provide influencing and advocacy through communications,
position papers, lobbying and influencing.

5. Scope and support project delivery either independently or
through partner organisations which deliver against identified
opportunities.
6. Leverage finance and investment to support regional
demonstrators and drive East Anglia’s emerging H2 cluster.

Next steps
1. Complete set-up:
• Enhance governance and establish engagement channels
• Support the creation of a small team to drive Hydrogen East forward
• Draft, share and evolve our business plan with key local stakeholders.
2.

Map relevant local demand, skills and infrastructure
• Identify key elements of energy and transport demand, economies, and
skills now and in the future
• Ensure other developmental programmes and projects are identified
• Develop information hub and portal with useful, useable information.

3. Develop a viable H2 route map for East Anglia
• Identify potential options and understand levers to boost demand areas
• Explore current and future technologies suitable for regional demonstrators
• Position H2 development as a key opportunity as part of a post-COVID19
regional recovery plan.

Register Limited
by Guarantee
Company
JULY 2020

Launch Event
28 JULY 2020

Stakeholder
mapping / route
map scoping

Hydrogen East

Questions?
Contacts:
• Johnathan.Reynolds@opergy.co.uk
• Nigel.Cornwall@newangliaenergy.uk

mail@hydrogeneast.uk
@HydrogenEast

Proud to be one of the founding partners of

part of the

Andrew Barker
Managing Director

Nadine Daines
Head of Marketing & Communications

“As a supplier of hydrogen powered and zero emission equipment, we believe that hydrogen power has a
key role to play in the green economy. With headquarters in Maldon, Essex, we are delighted to be a founding
partner of Hydrogen East, which will pave the way for clean energy opportunities and solutions, as part of
the UK hydrogen strategy.”

Clean Power Hydrogen
“Right now is the best time to create tomorrow”
- Ken Poirot, Author

The Eastern Region of the UK has much to offer in hydrogen
development in both supply and demand. CPH2 as a UK challenger
company with a unique hydrogen production technology, wants to
support the local economy.

CPH2 are proud to be part of Hydrogen East. We share the
same passion for regional hydrogen economic development,
clean air and reaching Net Zero.

Qamar Khan
Business Development
qamar.khan@cph2.com

Clean Power Hydrogen Group Limited

Simple. Safe. Sustainable.

